
 

Lesson 1  
Introduction - the Bee Conservation Trust (paragraph 1) 

 
We are going to write a report now on protecting bees. You can use your own research from 
last week or use the words in each box to support your sentence writing. Use each word in a 
sentence and if there is a punctuation symbol (in bold) try to use that also in your sentence.  
Where there is a web link, you may need to go to the link and research a little more for that 
sentence. Once you have finished your paragraph, don’t forget to complete the grammar 
questions on the next document just to keep these skills sharp too. 
Remember, good writers, always edit their work. 
 

saving 
bees 

follow 
science 

pollination science 
 
Will your reader know 
what this is? 

bumblebee 
science 
 
 
Will your reader know what this is? 
 

rare bumblebees 
(UK)  

 Great yellow 
bumblebee 

 Shrill cader 
bumblebee 

protect  
conserve  

projects 
devon 
stirling 
chesterfield  
 
 
Think about capital letters. Why? 

  

Editing Support 
Please edit all your work. Don’t forget the coding system we use in class: 
P = punctuation 
SP = spelling 
S = sense 
O = omission of a word 
T= verb tense 
 





 

 

Lesson 2 All about Bees - (paragraph 2) 
 
Use each word in a sentence and if there is a piece of punctuation (in bold) try to use that also.  
Where there is a web link, you may need to go to the link and research it for that sentence. In 
‘italics’ I have included other tips. Once you have finished all your paragraphs, remember to 
edit them.  
24 species 
 
? 

insect 
furry 
four-winged 

invertebrates 
arthropods 
 

well known 
meandering 
‘bumbling’ flight 
buzz 

Hymenoptera Order 
ants 
sawflies 
wasps 

Bumblebees  
honey 
Honey bees   

bumblebees 
queens 
hibernate 
winter 
nest  
spring 
 
Semi-colon ; 

Red-tailed (Bombus lapidarius) 
Early (Bombus pratorum) 
 
 
 List other species in your writing? 

 



Can you spell these words? 

ancient 

bruise 

develop 

determined 



 

Lesson 3 – How we can help Been conservation (paragraph 3) 
 
Use each word in a sentence and if there is a piece of punctuation (in bold) try to use that also 
in your sentence.  Where there is a web link, you may need to go to the link and research it for 
that sentence. In ‘italics’ I have included other tips. Once you have finished your paragraph, 
don’t forget to edit your work.  
bumblebees 
pollen 
nectar 
growth/energy 

wildflowers 
pollen 
nectar 

farming  
wildflower 
disappear (synonym?) 
 
Fronted adverbial? 
Sadly?  

bumblebees 
hungry 

help plant 
wildflowers 
 
List species? 

herbs (species?) 
tubular flowers 
attractive  

Natural nest sites 
Spring 
homeless 

compost heaps 
unstrimmed hedgebanks 
 
Any other nest ideas? 



Can you spell these words? 

available 

equip 

equipped 

identify 

foreign 



 

 

Lesson 4 - _________________________(paragraph 4) 
 
Now create your own additional paragraph using your own words about an area of 
bumblebees which interests you. If you need support to do this put key words in each box to 
help you form your sentences. Grammar practice is on the next page.  Please edit your work. 

   

  
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

  



Can you spell these words? 

government 

stomach 

temperature 

excellent 



 

 

Lesson 5 Now write your conclusion about Bee Conservation – here are a few pointers 
 

Summarise your main points Useful phrases: 
All in all 
To sum up 
In conclusion 
Finally 
 

Say how ‘You’ feel about 
this topic. 

 
End with a wish or hope – how 
can bumblebee extinction be 
avoided in the future?  
 
 
 

  

Please edit all your work. Don’t forget the coding system we use in class: 
P = punctuation 
SP = spelling 
S = sense 
O = omission of a word 
T= verb tense 
 
 
 
 


